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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5114 205 4.61 1.58 31.75 10.25 31.5 7.56 4.59 113" 12

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR
DOB (Age)

11-28-92 (25)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Nikitow, Jordan

TEAM

Miami Dolphins2014-2nd-MIA

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Louisiana State (LAST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Landry, Jarvis

2017: at LAC 9/17, at ATL 10/15, at BAL 10/26, vs TB 11/19, at BUF 12/17

30
Winning %

35%
Positions Started

INJURIES

400 receptions in first 4 years are the most by any WR in history, 2016: 124.1 QB passer 

rating when targeted inside the 20- ranks 3rd in the NFL, 856 yards from slot- most in NFL 

by over 100 yards.  2017: 99.9 passer rating when targeted on 3rd down- 4th highest in 

the NFL, 16.5 yards per slot reception - 2nd in NFL, 17 forced missed tackles- 2nd in NFL 

among WRs, 112 rec - led NFL

4th year WR who has started in 57 of 64 games and has yet to miss one. He’s in his 2nd year under Head Coach

Adam Gase and his unique spread offensive scheme, where he lines up primarily in the slot, but will

occasionally line up as an X or Z, and in the backfield as a HB, running mostly short to intermediate routes.

Adequate height, solid weight, and a strong, athletic build with short arms, displaying very good athletic ability

with a combination of elite quickness, and very good balance, agility, and short area burst. Very good release

due to his elite quickness and solid explosion off the LOS. In Press, he has good UOH and consistently chops

down DB’s hands when they try to Jam him, and he avoids reroutes with his quickness and has a variety of

moves off the line to keep the DB guessing. Strong stem, which he keeps consistent so he does not tip his

routes, and has elite separation quickness at the top of it. Very good at creating separation due to a

combination of his very good mental processing and understanding on where to attack the void vs Zone, ability

to manipulate the DB’s hips in Man through his quickness, low COG, and COD/short area burst, and the skill to

subtly push-off at the top of routes through good UOH and very good play strength. Demonstrates elite hands

and ball tracking skills, consistently extending his arms out to pluck the ball, and making difficult catches look

easy. When a ball is thrown his way, he runs back to catch it, and he shows the ability to high point and win

jump balls, with very good body control and concentration to easily adjust and catch balls around his frame,

especially in key 3rd and 4th down situations. Very good play speed and aggressive playing style, always

running across the middle full speed, displaying elite concentration by hauling in balls through contact in key

situations, shows very good ball tracking skills over his shoulder, and very good body control to get both feet

down near the sidelines. Showcases elite YAC due to his elusiveness and play strength, allowing him to break

tackles and carry defenders for extra yards. Displays elite competitive toughness through his ability to convert

consistently in key situations, very good run blocking, play speed, and aggressive playing style, where he flies

across the field looking to make plays whether he has the ball or not. He struggles to take the top off the

defense and create separation on deep routes due to adequate foot speed. When big, physical DBs contact him

and engage their hands at the top of his stem, he struggles to free himself and create separation on

deep/intermediate routes. Overall, he is a starting slot receiver you can win because of. He is most valuable in

a system that will utilize his very good run blocking and elite separation quickness on short to intermediate

routes. Extremely aggressive, very good coverage recognition, and ability to create separation and manipulate

DBs’ hips with his quickness. He has marginal foot speed and cannot take the top off the defense on deep

routes, and struggles against big, physical corners who can engage their hands at the top of his stem. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

65
Games Started

58
Games Won

Foot Speed, Acceleration, Separation on Deep Routes, Play Strength at Top of Stem vs Big 

DBs

PROJECTION Starting slot receiver you can win because of. He is most valuable in a system that will 

utilize his very good run blocking and elite separation quickness on short to intermediate 

routes. Extremely aggressive, very good coverage recognition, and ability to create 

separation and manipulate DBs’ hips with his quickness. He has marginal foot speed and 

cannot take the top off the defense on deep routes, and struggles against big, physical 

corners who can engage their hands at the top of his stem. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
AA, Play Speed, Play Strength, Mental Processing, Competitive Toughness, Aggressiveness, 

Separation Quickness, Hands, YAC, Elusiveness, Concentration/Courage, Run Blocking, 

Short Area Burst

WORST

Slot/WR

Most valuable in a system that will utilize his very good run blocking and elite separation 

quickness on short to intermediate routes.

2014-2017: No significant injury history

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


